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We investigate the linear optical polarizabilities of poly~p-phenylene vinylene! oligomers using the
time dependent Hartree Fock procedure. Our analysis is based on the computation of a nonlocal
response function, which describes the effects of an interaction with the electromagnetic field at one
carbon atom on the distribution of charges at other atoms. This provides physical insight into
intramolecular charge dynamics and the anisotropic tensorial properties of the linear polarizabilities.
The results are analyzed using the coupled electronic oscillator~CEO! representation, which allows
the assignment of absorption peaks to distinct transitions between Hartree Fock orbitals. The size
dependence of the linear absorption shows that at 10 repeat units the optical gap has almost
converged to its infinite size value, and the oscillator strength of the lowest absorption line scales
linearly with size. This implies that the sizes studied exceed the exciton coherence size and the
resulting spectra should mimic the infinite size limit. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~96!50418-1#

I. INTRODUCTION

p conjugated polymers have become the subject of in-
tense studies, as they can be used in a variety of electro-
optical applications, including conducting polymers~after
doping! and light emitting diodes. The particular interest in
poly~p-phenylene vinylene! ~PPV! and its derivatives, stem-
ming from their electroluminescence and unusually large
second and third order response, has greatly increased since
its preparation in form of high quality thin films.1–3

Experimental investigations include Raman, infrared,
and UV/visible spectra,1,4–6 photoinduced absorption,7 and
site selective fluorescence studies.8 Anisotropy in the linear
response and the third order susceptibility have been mea-
sured and a model of the lowest-energy electronic transition
has been proposed.1,9,10Resonance Raman spectroscopy has
been used to characterize polarons and bipolarons.5 In order
to clarify the nature of the various excitations in PPV, a
variety of time resolved measurements were carried out. Pi-
cosecond photoinduced absorption11 was used to identify po-
laron pairs and spatially indirect excitons in PPV films. Time
resolved fluorescence measurements could be successfully
interpreted in terms of the Fo¨rster dynamics of excitons in a
system with inhomogeneously broadened density of states.12

Early theoretical investigations focused on the calcula-
tion of band structures. Single chain, 1D band structures
have been computed.13,14 The first 3D band structure was
calculated using a local density functional method,15 in order
to investigate the effects of interchain coupling. Other meth-
ods employed for the calculation of IR to UV spectra include
the theory of the effective conjugation coordinate~EEC!,6

semiempirical molecular orbital~MO! calculations at the in-
termediate neglect of differential overlap~INDO! and
Pariser-Parr-Pople~PPP! levels, and valence effective
Hamiltonian~VEH! techniques.16,17 Since such methods are
computationally costly, they cannot be applied to large sys-
tems, and a number of simpler models have been devised.
Rice and Gartstein proposed a model for the photoexcitations

of PPV polymers, based on four states in each phenylene
monomer, which captures the essential photophysics in these
systems.18 Su-Schrieffer-Heeger~SSH! Hamiltonians which
neglect electron-electron correlations, but include electron-
phonon coupling are used to investigate vibrational proper-
ties of PPV.14

In this work, we analyze the optical spectra of PPV oli-
gomers with up to 10 repeat units by means of nonlocal
electronic response functions. The approach is based on the
reduced single electron density matrix obtained by solving
the time dependent Hartree Fock~TDHF! equations for the
PPP Hamiltonian.19 This method provides direct information
on charge distribution and electronic coherences within the
molecules. Using the density matrix we calculate a nonlocal
response functionãnm , which relates the induced charges to
the driving field, thereby revealing the mechanism of the
optical response. The full polarization tensor can then be
easily calculated without invoking the dipole approximation.
Nonlocal response functions represent a convenient approach
to study charge dynamics.21–24Hunt and coworkers investi-
gated force-balance between molecules, response of mol-
ecules to~infinitesimal! shifts of their nuclear coordinates,
and electric field shielding tensors.20 Chernyak, Jenkins and
Mukamel studied the nonlocal optical response of molecular
aggregates22,23 and conjugated molecules.24

In order to interpret the absorption spectra we make use
of the coupled electronic oscillator~CEO! representation19,25

and compute the oscillators relevant for the linear response.
By depicting them in the Hartree Fock Molecular Orbital
~HFMO! representation we identify the optical transitions
between the relevant HFMOs.

In Sec. II we provide a brief review of the PPP Hamil-
tonian and the method used for solving the TDHF
equations.19 We also outline how it may be used for the
computation of the nonlocal response tensor. We then apply
this method to PPV oligomers and present the linear polar-
izability in Sec. III. Thereafter we analyze the optical re-
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sponse using the CEO representation in Sec. IV, and sum-
marize our results in Sec. V.

II. THE PPP MODEL AND THE TDHF EQUATIONS

In order to describe the optical properties of conjugated
molecules such as PPV oligomers we adopt the PPP Hamil-
tonian forp-electrons:19,26

Ĥ5 (
n,m,s

tnmr̂nm
s 1(

n
Ū r̂nn
↑ r̂nn
↓ 1

1

2 (
n,m,s,s8

nÞm

Unmr̂nn
s r̂mm

s8

1Ĥ int , ~1!

where we have neglected electron – phonon coupling. The
one electron density operatorr̂nm

s is defined in terms of cre-
ation and annihilation operatorsĉn,s

† , ĉn,s for an electron
with spins at siten:

r̂nm
s 5 ĉn,s

† ĉm,s . ~2!

The first term in the Hamiltonian Eq.~1! is the Hückel
Hamiltonian. Its diagonal matrix elementstnn are the Cou-
lomb integrals at siten, and off-diagonal elementstnm rep-
resent electron hopping between sitesn andm:

tnm5dnm(
l
Unl1~12dnm!@b̄2b8~r nm2d!#. ~3!

Here r nm5urn2rmu with the sitesr i ,i51, . . . ,N, andd is
the average bond-length. We have chosen the same param-
eters used for polyenes:b̄522.4 eV, b8523.5 eV. The
second and third terms in the Hamiltonian describe electron-
electron Coulomb interactions, whereŪ57.42 eVdenotes
the on-site~Hubbard! repulsion, and the repulsive interaction
between sitesn andm is given by Ohnos’ formula

Unm5
Ū

A11~r nm /a0!
2
, ~4!

with a051.2935 Å.
In order to interpret electronic dynamics using nonlocal

response functions we consider a spatially inhomogeneous
electric fieldE~r ,t!. Using the multipolar Hamiltonian, the
interaction with the radiation field is then given by27

Ĥ int~ t !52Edr E ~r ,t !•P̂~r !, ~5!

where the polarization operator is27

P̂~r !5(
a

qa~ r̂a2R!E
0

1

dld~r2R2l~ r̂a2R!!, ~6!

anda runs over all charges in the system. This operator is
defined with respect to an arbitrary reference pointR, but its
transverse partP' is independent ofR. Upon expansion in
thep–electron basis set we obtain

P̂~r !5(
ns

ĉn,s
† ĉn,s^cnsuP̂~r !ucns&5(

ns
r̂nn

s
PW ns~r !.

~7!

Here we have neglected the off-diagonal matrix elements of
P̂. This may be rationalized by the negligible overlap of the
basis functionscn due to their localized nature.

28 The expan-
sion coefficientPW ns(r ) denotes the polarization density of
the cn orbital. Hence the matter-field interaction can be re-
cast as

Ĥ int~ t !5(
ns

r̂nn
s Vns~ t !, ~8!

whereVns(t) is defined as

Vns~ t !5Edr PW ns~r !•E~r ,t !. ~9!

Assuming that the electronic wave functionuC(t)& can be
expressed as a single Slater determinant at all times, the
density-matrix elements

rnm
s ~ t !5^C~ t !ur̂nm

s uC~ t !&, ~10!

obey the TDHF equations19
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with
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and
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Working with the density matrix has the advantage of deal-
ing with physically relevant quantities~chargesrnn and elec-
tronic coherencesrnm) instead of wavefunctions. The appli-
cation of this approach to multi-electron systems was
extensively discussed by McWeeny.29 Eq. ~11! is a nonlinear
system of differential equations that will be solved by a
power series expansion in the electric fieldE. To that end we
define

r~ t !5 r̄1dr~1!~ t !1dr~NL!~ t !. ~14!

Hereafter we shall drop the spin index, restricting the calcu-
lation to spin symmetric~singlet! excitations.r̄ is the re-
duced one-electron ground state density matrix. Its diagonal
elementsr̄nn represent the static charge on siten, and its
off-diagonal elementsr̄nm measure the chemical bond
strength between sitesn andm ~bond-order!. The induced
density matrix is split into a termdr (1)(t), which is linear in
the driving field, and higher order termsdr (NL)(t). Substi-
tuting Eq.~14! into the TDHF Eq.~11!, and collecting terms
to first order in the electric field leads to

05@ h̄,r̄ #, ~15!

i\
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drnm
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with
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h̄ nm5tnm12dnm(
l
Unlr̄ l l2Unmr̄nm , ~17!

Lnm,rs5dmsh̄nr2dnrh̄ms12d rs~Uns2Ums!r̄nm

2dnrUnsr̄ms1dmsUmrr̄nr , ~18!

Anm5 r̄nm~Vn2Vm!. ~19!

The self-consistent solution of Eq.~15!19 yields the ground
state density matrix, together with the Hartree Fock molecu-
lar orbitalscnm in the form

r̄mn5(
l51

Nocc

cm,lcnl , ~20!

where the sum is carried out over all occupied orbitalsl . We
are interested in the half filled band case, whereNocc5N/2.
Eq. ~16! can be readily solved by a Fourier transform result-
ing in

dr̃nn
~1!~v!5(

r
ãnr~v!Vr~v!. ~21!

Here we have defined a nonlocal response function

ãnm~v!5(
l

~G nn,ml~v!2G nn,lm~v!!r̄ lm , ~22!

where

G ~v!5@\v2L~v!#21, ~23!

is the Greens’ function of the homogeneous problem.
The computation of the linear polarizabilitya, which

relates the expectation value of the polarization to the driving
field is carried out in two steps. First the TDHF equations are

FIG. 1. Geometry and labeling of the monomeric unit of PPV oligomers.
Bond angles are 120°, excepta(r6,7,r7,8)5128°, and distances are:r 1,2
5 r 2,35r 3,45r 4,55r 5,65r 6,151.39 Å, r 6,751.44 Å, r 7,851.33Å. PPVb is a
symmetric oligomer obtained from PPVa by eliminating the terminating
vinylene group.

FIG. 2. Real~left! and imaginary~right! part of the linear polarizabilitya for PPVa~M!, with M51,2,4,10. A,B,C,D indicate four distinct bands which
develop for large oligomers.
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solved for the source termAnm . This yields the induced
chargesdrnn to first order in the driving field. In the second
step we compute the polarization using Eq.~7! and obtain

P~r ,v!5E dr 8aJ~r ,r 8;v!•E~r 8,v!, ~24!

where the nonlocal polarizability tensor is given by

aJ~r ,r 8;v!5(
nm

ãnm~v!PW n~r !PW m~r 8!. ~25!

HerePW n(r )PW m(r 8) denotes the tensorial product, which we
write as a dyadic. The response functionsãnm defined in Eq.
~22! are characteristic molecular quantities. They describe
the effects of the field interactionVm with the charge distri-
bution on atomm on the charge at atomn. These key quan-
tities for the computation of the optical polarizabilities will
be investigated below. The local polarizabilities computed in
Ref. 19 are obtained by applying a homogeneous field and
imposing the dipole approximation. The total polarization of
the molecule is then an induced dipole, which is related to
the driving field byP(v)5aJ (v)E(v), and the total polar-
izability tensoraJ is given by

aJ~v!5(
nm

ãnm~v!rnrm , ~26!

where we chose the reference pointR50. The diagonal ten-
sor componentsa(n,v)5n•aJ (v)•n can be written in
Drude form

a~n,v!5N
e2

m*(n

f n~n!

~v1 iG!22Vn
2 , ~27!

wherem* is an effective mass, determined by the sum rule
( f n51, andG is a damping constant, set toG50.08eÅ4/
V351.0376•10235 esu. Expressions for the oscillator
strengthsf n(ez) were given in Ref. 19.

III. LINEAR POLARIZABILITY OF PPV OLIGOMERS

We have applied the method outlined in Sec. II to two
types of PPV oligomers, referred to as PPVa(M ) and PPVb
(M ), whereM denotes the number of repeat units~see Fig.
1!. PPVa is obtained by a simple repetition of the monomeric
unit,30 and hasN58•M carbon atoms. This oligomer is not
inversion symmetric. In the second molecule~PPVb! we re-
moved the terminating vinylene group~sites 8•M21,8•M )
resulting in centro symmetric oligomers withN58•M22
carbon atoms.

The electromagnetic field is assumed to be a plane wave,
polarized parallel to the molecular plane~Fig. 1!. Its in-plane
orientation is defined by its anglef with respect to the long
chain axis (l̂). Unless indicated otherwise we setf50, and
a(v)5a( l̂,v).

The frequency dependent linear polarizabilitya for
PPVa is shown in Fig. 2 for different sizes (M51,2,4,10).
The spectra are dominated by very few bands, and the
strongest absorption is always the lowest band A, whose fre-
quency depends markedly on oligomer size. The position of

the second intense absorption band C—centered around
'5.5 eV—hardly depends on the chain length, only its shape
becomes narrower and it seems to be dominated by a single
line for longer oligomers. We further observe two weaker
absorption features. ForM.2, a small peak B occurs be-
tween the main absorption bands, which is red shifted with
increasing oligomer size. And in the UV there is a peak
centered around 7 eV, which hardly depends on oligomer
size. The overall convergence pattern suggests thatM510
repeat units essentially represent an infinite polymer. For a
more quantitative analysis we display the energyVA of the
lowest absorption A, its oscillator strengthf A , and the effec-
tive massm* , as a function ofM in Fig. 3. f A converges
already at small oligomer sizesM.5, implying a linear size
scaling of the polarizability, whereasVA has a larger satura-
tion lengthM*10. Contrary to these quantities, characteriz-
ing the low-energy end of the spectrum, the effective mass is
determined by the entire spectrum and still varies somewhat
at the largest size studied (M'10).

Although we used optimized parameters for poly-
acetylene19 without any adjustment to PPV we find the cal-
culated absorption frequencies to be in good agreement with
previous studies. The convergence of the energy gap is simi-
lar to the results of Wanget al.,31 who used a Su-Schrieffer-
Heeger~SSH!—type Hamiltonian~which does not include
e-e correlations! in the investigation of vibrational properties
of PPV. Their ~neutral! band gap also converges for

FIG. 3. Convergence with size of the oscillator strengthf A of the lowest
absorption line, its frequencyVA ~the optical gap!, and the effective mass
m* . f A converges most rapidly and atM55 it essentially reaches its as-
ymptotic value.VA saturates at aboutM510 wherem* still depends
weakly on size.
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M'10. This illustrates that it is possible to mimic the satu-
ration length properly without including explicitly e-e corre-
lations~these correlations are included implicitly by the SSH
parametrization!. Our energy gaps agree with those reported
in Ref. 31 to within 13%. The lowest absorption frequency is
in good agreement with infrared spectra of PPVb~3!, up to
PPVb~7!.5,6 For PPVb~3! the difference is less than 1%, and
for larger oligomer sizes it increases, but stays below 10%.
Note, that the lowest-energy transition in Fig. 5 of Refs. 5
and 6 is not the maximum of the peak, but the shoulder
('0.1520.20 eV below the maximum!. This is due to dis-
order, affected by the preparation process of the oligomers
and discussed in Refs. 1 and 3. Also the frequency of the
intermediate peak B, which develops forM.2 in our model,
is reproduced to within 3% forM.4. The error decreases
with increasing size. We find for the frequency of the size-
independent peak C a value, which is too large by 16%. This
deviation cannot be explained by the neglect of other valence
electrons froms-bonds, as J. Cornilet al.17 use a sum over
state technique including all valence electrons, and find an
even larger frequency for this peak.

In order to study the role of the terminating vinylene
group we compare the linear absorption of PPVa and PPVb
for the three oligomersM51,2,3 in Fig. 4. The difference is
most striking forM51, where the symmetric benzene ring is
characterized by a single absorption peak. The symmetry
breaking by the vinylene group in the corresponding styrene
results in four distinct peaks. For longer oligomers the domi-
nant absorption is red shifted and the spectra show a richer

structure. However, with increasing length the overall effect
of the terminating vinylene group becomes less pronounced,
and the absorption converges towards the same limit.

We next investigate the tensorial properties ofaJ by
comparing the absorption of PPVa~4! for two polarizations,
parallel and perpendicular to the long oligomer axis. The
most striking observation of Fig. 5 is a blue shift of the
dominant absorption for perpendicular polarization. In this
case band C, which depends only weakly on chain length,
has the dominant absorption in terms of oscillator strength.
Also, absorption peaks at higher frequencies are strongly en-
hanced. This is not surprising, considering the delocalized
nature of the electrons. It takes little energy to displace them
in the chain direction, whereas a perpendicular field cannot
excite such longitudinal oscillations.

Following this observation, we computed the full angu-

lar dependence of the linear response function. Sinceãnm is
a symmetric tensor, the directions of minimum and maxi-
mum absorption~its principal axes! must be orthogonal.
Therefore we plot only the angle of maximum absorbance as
a function of frequency in Fig. 6. This figure also shows the
angular dependence of the absorbance at six selected fre-
quencies, marked as vertical lines in Fig. 5. These are peri-
odic functions with periodicity p, and their minima
~maxima! give the direction of minimum~maximum! absor-
bance.

Up to a frequency of'4 eV, the maximum absorbance
occurs atf'173°, i.e. almost parallel to the long axis. This

FIG. 4. Real~left! and imaginary~right! part of the linear polarizabilitya for PPVa~M! ~solid! and PPVb~M! ~dashed! for M51,2,3 as indicated.
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can be expected due to the high polarizability of electrons
along the delocalizedp-network. Therefore the absorbance
of the 3.05 eV mode drastically decreases, as the angle ap-
proachesf'90°. The same holds for the 4.12 eV mode.
Both oscillators are associated with delocalized, longitudinal
oscillations, and, therefore depend on oligomer size. As the
third band C is approached, the angle of maximum absor-
bance reaches 90° and switches back to'180°. The orien-
tational independence of the 5.48 eV absorption further sug-
gests that the corresponding excitation is localized within the
phenylene groups. Oscillations perpendicular to the long axis
also show up at frequencies.7.5 eV. In the frequency range
between these extremes, several orientations of maximum
absorbance occur, as shown in Fig. 7.

We conclude this section by presenting the nonlocal re-
sponse functionãnm for PPVa~8! for selected frequencies in
Fig. 8. We have computed all optical transitions and discuss
only the eight strongest ones, whose oscillator strength is
larger than 3% off A . The absorption spectrum of PPVa~8!
is almost identical to that of PPVa~10! shown in Fig. 2, so
that we did not repeat it here. AtVA52.86 eV, significant
correlations between atoms up to six units apart~i.e.
un2mu,6•8) show up. This reflects the onset of saturation
and suggests an effective conjugation length of 6 repeat units
or 48 carbon atoms. However, this is only a rough, qualita-
tive estimate influenced by finite size effects, which lies
markedly below the value established in Fig. 3. The
levelling-off at the ends of the oligomer parallel the same
behavior for HOMO and LUMO~see next section!. The

maxima of the polarizability occur between carbon atoms on
the vinylene groups, so that the bridge states between the
phenylene rings are of crucial importance for the low-energy
optical dynamics in PPV. This finding is at variance with the

FIG. 5. Comparison of parallel (f50, solid! and perpendicular (f590°,
dotted! polarizabilities of PPVa~4!. Also shown are the orientational aver-
aged polarizabilities~dashed lines, see text!. The vertical lines, labeled I to
VI, indicate the positions of the strongest six transitions.

FIG. 6. Anisotropy of the linear polarizability of PPVa~4!. The bottom
graph shows the angular dependence of the absorption Im(a) at the six
selected frequencies shown in Fig. 5.F is given in degrees. The top graph
shows the anglefmax of maximum absorbance as a function of frequency.
Angles are measured with respect to the long axis~see Fig. 1!.

FIG. 7. Directions of maximum absorbance of PPVa~4! for the six peaks
shown in Fig. 5 as well as for the zero frequency~0!. The angles for the
various peaks are: 172.8°(0), 173.7°(I ), 170.6°(II ), 6.30°(III ),
147.2°(IV), 56.77°(V), 48.1°(VI).
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assumption of Rice and Gartstein,18 who propose a system of
coupled benzene rings for the interpretation of the optical
response of PPV.

As mentioned above, the absorption at 3.32 eV corre-
sponds to the small peak B between the two main absorption
maxima, which eventually turns into a shoulder of the

lowest-energy peak A, as the oligomer-size increases. A
glance at its polarizabilityanm shows that the third and sixth
units are almost inactive at this frequency. Generally two
neighboring units are strongly coupled, and these units in
turn couple only to other units, which are 2j units away,
where j is an integer. Obviously the estimate of the coher-

FIG. 8. Contour plot of the nonlocal linear polarizability Im(ãnm) of PPVa~8! calculated at eight frequencies, corresponding to the strongest peaks in the
linear absorption. We used five contour lines, chosen automatically by the plotting software~gnuplot!, the lowest one being'10% of the largest one~in
magnitude!. The corresponding frequencies~in eV! are indicated in the upper right corner of each panel. The oscillator strengths at these frequencies are
0.500, 0.044, 0.055, 0.064, 0.061, 0.105, 0.016, 0.045.
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ence size at this frequency is beyond 8 repeat units (64
sites!, which is in accord with the marked size dependence of
this absorption peak.

The next four transitions contributing to the second larg-
est absorption peak C have very close energies
~5.47,5.52,5.57,5.64 eV!. Consequently, the polarizabilities
have a very similar structure, characterized by large suscep-
tibilities between atoms on neighboring units, i.e. if
un2mu<2•8. Contrary to the lowest transition frequency,
the largest polarizability for these four frequencies comes
from atoms on the phenylene groups. From this graph the
apparent conjugation length is 3, which compares well with
the size dependence of the corresponding peak B in Fig. 2.
For the last two transitions around~7 eV! the largestãnm are
the diagonal elements. With the exception of the outer atom

in the vinylene group, the last repeat unit does not make a
significant contribution.

IV. REAL SPACE ELECTRONIC OSCILLATOR
ANALYSIS OF THE OPTICAL RESPONSE

In addition to providing a convenient computational
scheme, the density matrix also allows a real space analysis
of the spectra by relating them directly to the motions of
electrons and holes, as well as to the dynamics of electronic
coherences.19 This is very different from the conventional
chemical analysis in terms of eigenstates, and has many ad-
vantages. In this section we examine the density matrix and
the electronic oscillator picture for PPV oligomers.

The reduced ground state one-electron density matrix
r̄ nm for PPVa~4! is shown in Fig. 9. This graph illustrates
the chemical bonding structure. Since we are not treating
donor-acceptor substitutions,r̄nn50.5 on all carbon atoms
and the net chargesqn5e(122rnn) vanish at all sites. Also
shown are the off-resonant density matrixr̃ nm

(1)(v50) and
the density matrix at the lowest absorption frequency
r̃ nm
(1)(VA). Both are delocalized over the entire molecule and

show strong coherences between different repeat units. The
block structure atVA reflects the large extent of delocaliza-
tion. It levels off at the oligomer ends because of finite size
effects, and does not indicate a coherence length. The
chargesr̃ nn

(1)(VA) indicate a polarization along the long axis
l. The two carbon atoms of the vinylene groups carry charges
of opposite sign and roughly the same magnitude. A similar
charge separation in the direction of the long axis occurs
within the phenylene rings. Atoms 218 j , 318 j , 418 j
have an opposite sign compared to those on sites 118 j ,
518 j , 618 j , where j51,2, . . . .

A coupled electronic oscillator representation~CEO! for
the linear and nonlinear response of conjugated molecules
was developed in Refs. 19 and 25. The equations of motion
were solved in the HFMO representation, yielding a set of
coupled oscillatorsQ̂n,n51, . . . ,N4/4, which determines the
linear and nonlinear response. For the current analysis we
have computed these oscillators in the site representation
(Qnm

n 5^nuQ̂num&) as well as in the HFMO representation
(Qab

n 5^auQ̂nub&). Here ua&,a51, . . . ,N denote the HF-
MOs, numbered with increasing energy, so that the first
N/2 are the occupied~particle!, and the upperN/2 the unoc-

FIG. 9. The top graph shows the reduced one-electron ground state density
matrix r̄nm of PPVa~4! in the site representation. Diagonal elements

r̄ nn50.5 denote the electron charge. Off-diagonal matrix elementsrnm are
a measure for the strength of the chemical bond between sitesn andm. The
other two panels show the density matrix to first order in the field at
v50 ~middle panel! and at the lowest absorption frequencyv5VA ~bottom
panel!. Note the significant electronic coherence~off diagonal elements! of
dr̃ (1) compared tor̄.

FIG. 10. Hartree Fock energies for PPVa~4! ~top!, and PPVb~4! ~bottom!.
The states at the band edges are hardly affected by the terminating vinylene
group. The HOMO for PPVb is red shifted by 34 meV, and the LUMO is
blue shifted by 34 meV compared to PPVa.
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cupied ~hole! orbitals. Their site representationcna5^nua&
is depicted in Fig. 11 for PPVa~4!. The HFMOs of PPVb~4!
~not shown here! look quite similar, and the following state-
ments hold for both types of oligomers. The corresponding
HF energies are displayed in Fig. 10. HOMO~H! and
LUMO ~L! are delocalized states, which are not affected
appreciably by the terminating vinylene group, as their ener-
gies differ only by 35 meV (0.5%). States in the interior of
the valence band (H2 i ,i51,2, . . . ) aregenerally delocal-

ized over the entire molecule, with the exception of one state
~H-3!, which is localized. In case of the asymmetric PPVa-
molecules this state is localized at the phenyl-end. For the
symmetric molecules PPVb it is localized at both ends. This
state belongs to an interesting group of states~H-3,H-4,H-
5,H-6! having negligible amplitudes on the vinylene group.
Another interesting feature of the HF states is that the only
difference betweenH2 i andL1 i is that every other com-

FIG. 11. HF molecular orbitals for PPVa~4!, numbered with increasing energy from left to right, and from top to bottom.
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ponent differs in sign. This property can be shown analyti-
cally and is known as the pairing theorem.32

In order to investigate the physical origin of the different
absorption features, we computed the coordinatesQn of the
six most important oscillators with an oscillator strength ex-
ceeding 5% of the strongest oscillator. Since the arguments
presented below hold for both types of molecules, we present
this analysis only for PPVa~4!.

By depicting the oscillators in the HFMO representation
~Fig. 12!, one clearly sees which HFMOs are involved at a
given absorption line. The lowest peak always corresponds
to the HOMO-LUMO transition as can be seen in Fig. 12,
where the dominant coherence occurs between the levels
H:5N/2516 andL:5N/211517. Secondary coherences
betweenH2 i andL1 i , i51,2,3 are also present and carry
45%,26%,15% of the amplitude of the H-L transition for
i51,2,3. As can be seen from Fig. 11, all relevant HF states
are delocalized.

The second peak B at 4.12 eV emerges forM.2 and is
red-shifted with increasing chain length. ForM510 it turns
into a shoulder of the main peak~see Fig. 2!. This oscillator
is characterized by three major coherences betweenH2 i
and L132 i , i50,1,2 with the same magnitude, and the
relevant states are again delocalized. Secondary coherences
include an H-L transition and have amplitudes smaller than
30% of the main ones.

The absorption feature around 5.5 eV does depend only
weakly on chain length, and comes from two oscillators,
whose features are quite similar. The major coherences are
betweenH2 i andH1 i , i50, . . . ,5, the dominant one be-
ing i55. They fall into two categories.i50,1,2 are transi-
tions between delocalized states. These transitions depend
strongly on the size (M ). i53,4,5 corresponds to the states
mentioned above, which have no amplitudes on the vinylene
group, andi53 is a localized state. Matrix elements of an
operatorO between such states are consequently given by a

FIG. 12. Contour plot of the six dominant e-h oscillatorsQn in the HFMO representation for PPVa~4!. The oscillator frequencies~in eV! are indicated in each
panel.
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sum of contributions from the phenylene groups (Opj ,pj
) and

couplings between them (Opi ,pj
,i Þ j ). Since the main cause

of delocalization in our PPP Hamiltonian comes from nearest
neighbor charge exchange, the coupling between different
phenylene groups is negligible, and the matrix element can
be written as a sum( jOpj ,pj

over uncoupled phenylene
groups. Therefore the peak associated with these two
oscillators should depend only weakly on chain length. There
are also minor coherences, such as (H25,L14), (H24,L
15), (H22,L), (H,L12).

The absorption at about 7 eV is connected with the last
two oscillators, which have a fundamentally different struc-
ture. Coherences (H2 i ,L1 i ) only play a minor role, and
other coherences dominate the oscillator. They are given by
H2 i ,L1 j . Each coherence has a counterpartH2 j ,L1 i
with the same magnitude, which is a consequence of the
electron-hole symmetry. The dominant ones are given by

(H21,L17), (H,L18), (H,L12). All states involved are
delocalized.

Finally, a look atQn in the site representation~Fig. 13!
shows that the lowest-energy oscillatorQA is delocalized
over the molecule and has considerable coherences between
different repeat units. This is to be expected in view of the
strong size dependence of peak A.

V. SUMMARY

We have investigated the anisotropic, linear polarizabil-
ity of poly~p-phenylene vinylene! ~PPV! oligomers using the
Pariser-Parr-Pople~PPP! Hamiltonian. By solving the time
dependent Hartree Fock~TDHF! equations to first order in
the electric field, we obtained a nonlocal response function
ãnm(v), describing the effects of a field interaction at site
m on the charge at siten @Eq. ~22!#. It is then possible to

FIG. 13. Contour plot of the six dominant e-h oscillatorsQn in the site representation for PPVa~4!. The oscillator frequencies~in eV! are indicated in each
panel.
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calculate the complete nonlocal optical polarizabilities
aJ (r ,r 8;v) using Eq.~25!. It is not necessary to invoke the
dipole approximation, as the full polarization densities

PW (r ) can be calculated. However, in the computation of the
total polarizabilities of oligomers we applied a homogeneous
field and invoked the dipole approximation.

By calculating the optical absorption of oligomers with
up to 10 repeat units, we found that the oscillator strength of
the lowest absorption line begins to scale linearly with size at
M55 repeat units. The optical gap converges at a larger size
of 10 units. This is in good agreement with other experimen-
tal and theoretical results.5,6,31 Also, the calculated absorp-
tion spectrum compares well with experiment.5,6 We used
the same parameter set used to describe polyenes success-
fully, and our method provides a good description of the
photophysics of both systems.

We further calculated the orientational dependence of
the resonant polarizability via Eq.~26!. We found that ab-
sorption with polarization perpendicular to the long chain
axis predominantly occurs at higher frequencies. The lowest
peak A~Fig. 2! does not carry the largest oscillator strength,
it is the band C around 5.5 eV which dominates the absorp-
tion. Upon orientational averaging, which corresponds to an
unoriented sample, the qualitative behavior is changed only
slightly ~see Fig. 5!. The magnitude of the averaged first
absorption has decreased, the second intense band remains
virtually unchanged, and the averaged absorption for higher
bands is increased. Thus the basic conclusions of an analysis
with parallel polarization remain unchanged when applied to
an unoriented sample. The analysis of the orientation depen-
dence yielded the principal axis ofaJ (v), which we com-
puted for the six most dominant peaks in the spectrum~see
Fig. 7!. The lowest two absorption bands A and B could be
associated with longitudinal charge oscillations, and band D
beginning at 7 eV with transverse oscillations. The middle
band C around 5.5 eV has one mode with transverse oscilla-
tions, and the modes between 5.5 eV and 7 eV exhibit a
more complicated dynamics.

We next studied the nonlocal response function

ãnm(v) for PPVa~8! in order to gain a better insight on
electronic dynamics. Plotting these quantities at selected fre-
quencies in the site representation shows correlations be-
tween subsections of the molecule. At the lowest electronic
transition, dominant correlations occur between units, as far
apart as 4 or 5 repeat units. At this frequency electrons are
completely delocalized over the interior of the molecule,
which reflects the HOMO and LUMO wave functions. More-
over, the nonlocal polarizability reveals that the lowest ab-
sorption can be best excited at vinylene groups, and the cor-
responding polarization stems also from vinylene groups.
This finding suggest that a model for the lowest-energy ab-
sorption has to contain specific details of the bridges con-
necting the phenylene rings. For the second peak B~centered
around 3.32 eV forM54), which is also characterized by
transitions between delocalized HFMO states such correla-
tions occur even over 6 units, the main ones occurring be-
tween units 3 repeat units apart. The absorption band C,

which depends only weakly on frequency is characterized by
correlations between units next to each other. A field inter-
action at one unit predominantly affects neighboring units, so
that the total response is the sum of such~similar! contribu-
tions; this results in a rapid convergence with size.

We finally analyzed our results in terms of the coupled
electronic oscillator~CEO! representation. It was shown
earlier,19,25 that the TDHF equations can be mapped onto a
set of coupled harmonic oscillatorsQn, which fully describes
the system under investigation. For polyenes the linear ab-
sorption is governed by one oscillator. Our calculation for
PPV showed that up to 8 oscillators are necessary for de-
scribing the resonant linear response of the studied oligo-
mers. By expanding the relevant eigenmodes in the Hartree
Fock Molecular Orbital~HFMO! representation we could
study the underlying transitions between the HFMOs. The
lowest oscillator carries 50% of the oscillator strength and is
dominated by HOMO-LUMO transitions. The calculated
HFMOs show clearly, that HOMO and LUMO are delocal-
ized over the entire molecule. In the same manner we inves-
tigated the other dominant oscillators and identified the tran-
sitions responsible for a particular absorption. The most
notable result is the structure of the states responsible for the
absorption band C. The dominant amplitudes ofQn come
from transitions between states, which are localized on the
phenylene rings. Another strong transition involves the state,
which is localized at the phenyl-end of PPVa~M!, or at both
ends of PPVb~M!. This explains the weak size dependence
of the corresponding absorption band C. The present ap-
proach can be extended to the computation of nonlinear re-
sponse functions, and to the inclusion of intermolecular in-
teractions and local field effects.
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